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“While the market has remained resilient amidst the sugar
debate, it is facing pressure to contribute to reducing sugar
consumption. Portion control will be an important tool for

operators to reach the reduction goal. Meanwhile, that
many parents are open to artificial sweeteners in kids’

sweets highlights this as an area to explore.”
- Anita Winther, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Promotions make sweets more permissible for many
• Artificial sweeteners and portion control can help meet sugar reduction target
• Scope for chewing gum to build role in helping to curb snacking

Sweets have shown resilience against the backdrop of the sugar debate. The view that there is a place
for sweet treats in a balanced diet will have helped to support the market. Volumes have remained
fairly stable, an uplift in 2015 driven by a fall in prices. An overall increase in average prices over
2011-16 has fuelled an estimated value growth over the period.

The Childhood Obesity Strategy is putting renewed pressure on the category to help reduce consumers’
sugar intake, whether through reformulation or changes to portion sizes. That many parents are open
to artificial sweeteners in kids’ sweets highlights this as an area to explore. Meanwhile, consumers’
confusion with regards to on-pack portion guidelines highlights the importance of clear communication
of portion size.

Gum continues to struggle with volumes on a downwards trajectory over 2011-16, value sales also
falling in 2015. That chewing gum is widely seen by users as helping to curb snacking suggests scope
for marketing to highlight the benefits of chewing gum here.
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Sweet launches up in 2015
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Minty NPD from several operators
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M&S and Haribo get in the carnival spirit
Figure 24: Share of new product launches in the UK sugar confectionery market, by company (sorted by 2015), 2012-16

Leading players look to woo adults

Mondelēz creates Maynards Bassetts masterbrand, launches Juicy Chews

Rowntree’s introduces Fruit Pastilles Infusions

Smaller operators introduce wine-infused sweets
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Figure 25: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on sugar and gum confectionery, by category,
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Wrigley retains lead in adspend despite cuts
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Charitable efforts link Extra to oral health and tidiness
Figure 26: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on sugar and gum confectionery, by top eight
companies (sorted by 2015), 2012-16

Haribo ups spend, launches four new ‘Inner Child’ ads

Mondelēz and Nestlé launch masterbrand campaigns

Nestlé focuses on Rowntree’s sweets as uplifting
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Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Figure 31: Brand personality – Micro image, November 2016

Brand analysis

Haribo’s fun and vibrant image hits the spot in sweets
Figure 32: User profile of Haribo, November 2016

High trust and quality image fails to secure usage for Rowntree’s
Figure 33: User profile of Rowntree’s, November 2016

Wrigley’s Extra stands out on health, but association only held by minority

Advertising and Marketing Activity

Brand Research
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Figure 34: User profile of Wrigley’s Extra, November 2016

New Maynards Bassetts masterbrand leads as traditional
Figure 35: User profile of Maynards Bassetts, November 2016

Tic Tac enjoys high awareness but current usage is low
Figure 36: User profile of Tic Tac, November 2016

Trebor lacks strong associations – In both positive and negative
Figure 37: User profile of Trebor, November 2016

Swizzels Love Hearts enjoy strong awareness but face a weak image
Figure 38: User profile of Swizzels Love Hearts, November 2016

Sweets remain popular but are a rare treat for most

Only 28% of people use gum

Fruit pieces can build on naturalness cues

Liquid centre can inject excitement to sweets

Promotions make sweets more permissible for many

Sugar alternatives enjoy a better-for-you image, opportunities for artificial sweeteners

Chewing gum is viewed as helping to curb snacking

High interest in fortified gum

Sweets remain popular although repertoires narrow

Mints remain top sweets
Figure 39: Usage of sweets and gum, 2014-16

61% eat sweets weekly
Figure 40: Frequency of usage of sweets and gum, October 2016

Gum usage continues to fall

Fruit pieces can build on naturalness cues

Vegetables and coconut also offer potential to boost health credentials
Figure 41: Interest in sweets innovations, October 2016

Liquid centre can inject excitement to sweets

Sweet and salty flavours appeal to one in three female under-25s

Promotions make sweets more permissible for many
Figure 42: Attitudes towards sweets, October 2016

Many view sweets as a permissible everyday treat

Sugar alternatives enjoy a better-for-you image

Many parents are open to artificial sweeteners

Low-sugar NPD remains rare in UK sweets market

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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Interest in Sweet Innovation
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Figure 43: Agreement with the statement “Sweets made with artificial sweeteners are suitable for kids”, by the age of children in the
household, October 2016
Figure 44: Agreement with the statement “Sweets made with artificial sweeteners are suitable for kids”, by mothers and fathers of
under-16s, October 2016

Chewing gum is viewed as helping to curb snacking

Flavour NPD can bolster indulgent image
Figure 45: Gum users’ attitudes towards gum, October 2016

High interest in fortified gum

Functional positioning beyond oral health explored in the UK and internationally

Energy-boosting gum appeals to younger people
Figure 46: Non-users’ attitudes towards gum, October 2016
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